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DeAnimales I
The introduction is omitted due to lack of imagination and inspiration at this moment, it will come ...
And after so much walking and seeing, I've come to the conclusion that this inhuman world is
composed of four kinds of animals: wolves, pigs, sheep's and goats plus a fifth element, the
machines
A wolf is the one who only moves greed and exploitation of others. The pigs are those who execute the
tasks (orders) of the wolves, the sheep only obey and are so busy in their lives and social networks as
not question others, they just obey. Goats, on the other hand, question and analyze to a greater or lesser
extent the actions of others and their own, being these the main opponent of wolves and pigs. On the
other hand, the machines only serve as tools to each other for good or for bad, until now.
This powerful fifth element has its own life and is now in a position to judge us and decide the right or
wrong according to the will of its creator, usually a wolf with the help of some pigs or a rope goat.
And why should it be like that? asked a crazy goat, we are supposed to be a democracy and we live in
equality of rights and duties. Nothing more false and far from the truth, either by animal nature or by
other (divine) issues. The fact is that there is a clear division of classes in terms of power, that thing that
everyone wants except the sheep’s. Wolves want power for themselves, to perpetuate themselves
infinitely at the expense of exploitation of the rest of animals. The pigs because they lack principles
because their sole purpose is to eat at any place no matter what they have to do or who to fuck, they
only want the power to servile to the power no matter who holds it. The goats want the power for
change the destiny of this inhuman world, almost always incurring in the faults of the wolves and
therefore becoming one of them. The few goats suitable for selfless power do not exist, they are dead,
in prison or in fuge. Power is something so intoxicating that even the craziest of goats would succumb
to it. It is here where the fifth element enters to play an important role, since it can perform the work of
a goat without succumbing to the temptation of power or becoming the sum of all the wolves and the
pigs, in other words, pure terror. As a repressive and ruthless terrorist state like those of fiction films,
since we remember this world it is a democracy and I do not say so, says the author. In a similar
scenario we would be tempted (for the umpteenth time) to create a machine or god capable of watching
over, protecting and guiding this inhuman animal world. But will we be capable of such a venture or
will reality surpass fiction?
We'll see...
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Chapter I
And I had a job ...
I'm interested in your business proposal, I'll call you in half an hour, and the call was never given.
Send me the documents and other information, and the mail never arrived.
Your number always says busy, out of coverage or does not exist ...
We will no longer require your services, we have a new supplier ...
Has this ever happened to you? Do you think that's the way because that's what life decided?
And if we do a little mental exercise, what if reality is only a convenience?
What if your reality is made to the fit? Not yours, perhaps of those who think that you look like a goat
and in the future you do not become a hindrance.
Suppose a machine capable of predicting the degree of risk of an individual (animal) something like
that would be able to predict the future like in movies and would just have to
analyze your information that you give voluntarily and unconsciously or that you get good or bad
manners. Imagine something that knows everything about your family, your personal, sentimental,
financial, politics life and others. Sounds familiar? well there are several of those things executed by
machines and operated by pigs worshipers who are in power. And well with such information the idea
of prejudging anyone is not so crazy, but what utility had to know everything about someone and not
act? Suppose you are a goat with the appearance of a wolf or a rope or crazy goat. is very easy to avoid
that in the future you would give us problems. The de facto solution seems to be conditioned reality so
that what you want to do you never get it and so without firing a single bullet (another type of machine)
and without facing, and like with a glove of silk you do to a side. And you say: today I have not had
any luck, it has gone badly day ... I will try tomorrow. And of so much bad luck in the end you end up
becoming a sheep more ... Or you radicalize and that if it's a bad News.
The radical goat is a very rare phenomenon and only occurs to less than 01% of the crazy goats, in fact
a radical goat is such a toxic animal that we better leave it for a while because that this animal does
have the potential to change the whole story. I insist it is a radical goat not a fundamentalist, this is a
variant of Troll. If you remember it right? No, you can not remember they because their definition well
below. So keep reading…
There is also the other side and it is when rains luck to your and as by divine mandate you are given all
kind of opportunities and you without knowing that this is trying to take you to an area where You
usually end up becoming a pig, almost always. A long time ago since the machines passed the Turing
test (1), the singularity already exists, is between us but the idea is that you are free and have rights to
exercise, that is one way comfortable to control you. The same machine that judges you can free you
from everything, it depends on the use that is given to him or her for whatever purpose. For example
how useful a judge is if that function can be performed by a machine that once had the required
information and appropriate algorithm can judge and decide without falling into temptations or fears?
In the same way how useful is an accountant if what a machine does best is to perform complex
numerical operations?
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Well out there they say that the first unemployed of the automation of employment (artificial
intelligence) will be drivers, librarians, loaders etc. Could it be that they do not want to generate panic?
Yes, the panic since the most affected would be the poor pigs that perform all the dirty work judging
innocents, exonerating white-collar criminals hiding economic benefits or just washing they money.
And the politicians, deputies senators, mayors, councilors, ministers and ministers of the faith, sellers
of the divine salvation worshipers of clay and stone gods, gurus and spiritual, pseudo-intellectual
guides with a diploma in psyche and other typical mental disorders of the goats?
Yes, because all these functions can be done by a machine today. As well we might ask what will
happen to the news, the press and others. In fact, what guarantees are there of that I am not a machine
imitating an animal or what is worse an animal dreaming of being a machine or is it a hybrid between
sheep and pig: an (Troll)?
We'll see...
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Chapter II
And we were only a few.
We were nomads, used to look for what to eat and who to eat. The cold was intense, also the heat.
Sometimes hurt the stomach of so much hunger. The dark mantle of the night was our blanket and by
mattress the land that saw us born and walk for the first time, but we were happy because we were
innocent, until Pepe appeared.
Pepe was always smarter than the others, the first one who walked upright also the first Gesturing
almost speaking but not yet. In fact, Pepe was so smart that he was the first to use a stick to hunt and
that's where everything started. Then he used the stick to plant, to defend ourselves to draw drawings of
animals on the ground. Until he had the brilliant and nefarious idea of using the stick to force us to
hunt, to sow and of course to beat us and then it stopped being one of us and started being a wolf. The
first, by the way.
And we multiply ... then just as a single tree does not make a forest nor an honest politician (extinct to
date) does not make government, in the same way Pepe that in peace rest if was knew the meaning of
peace, he alone was not be able to control us with his stick because we were many and then a few of
they did some offer to help and it was when the first group of pigs saw the light.
Time after some one who was annoyed by the abuses proposed to lynch Pepe and the ball of pigs that
they served and we lynched him and we were happy until the Pepe substitute who once freed us from
his yoke overcome him in evil and other abilities. This group of coup plotters that survived Pepe and
his substitutes ended up becoming goats and we went many once. Of the rest of the herd were always
be sheep's and that has not changed much in the last 1,000,000 years.
When a people is not useful to their dictators, hi must change it.
I know it's the other way around but not everything in this world is right. The above was written by a
Hungarian poet in a revolt that took place there in 1956.
Subject to abound.
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Chapter III
The toolbox.
But what can be done with a stick in front of so many sheep’s, pigs mutating and become a wolf as well
as some rope goat playing to be god? It was when born the idea of worship the creator who by divine
mandate designated a goat as representative on earth, you can saw whose idea it was not?
Thus the new authority now with divine powers imposed his will and poor who did not obey, would
have the horrible burden of being judged and condemned here and there according to the legal
representative of God (entity so complex that escapes the understanding of any animal else) on earth,
the same divine goat of the original and brilliant idea.
And to be slaves first of Pepe, if they remember it? And after his many successors we happen to be a
group of slaves of the legal representative of god self named sanctity and more late merchant of
blessings and pardons for here and the beyond. And we were that, that's not It is worth remembering
and we were for thousands of years.
As always a goat, a blessed crazy goat complained. Then the merchants of blessings and pardons,
wolves and pigs set out to contain the revolt. Yes, because the sheep do not digest well the story of sin
in the herebefore and the punishment in the hereafter and to top it off Crazy goat was an agitator
demanding justice and not from the divine type perhaps from the other, from which he had to suffer the
poor Pepe. Then unintentionally, more out of fear than out of cunning came the CAPITAL (of putting it
in lowercase would be lost among so many letters and believe me you'll need it later).
The idea was brilliant, they will no longer be my slaves, nor will they have to work for fear of divine
punishment. Now They will work to eat or they will not eat, it's as simple as that. And we work ...
In principle the work was hard and in fact it still is, although nothing to do with the origins of the
capital since the goats from time to time demanded more and more labor benefits days of 8 hours,
social security, education, etc. And then, it is not known if it was a wolf or aspiring pig or some rope
goat but someone had an idea and the wolves until today use this to take advantage of all. If you can
not satisfy everyone, put them to compete. And so the credit arose.
That perverse tool destined to create the illusion of power and wealth when in fact it is a shackle tied to
your neck that in most cases you will carry for life and in some will inherit your children and even
grandchildren. If, seeing it well, being a credit subject is being a candidate for eternal exploitation. And
your happy with your card and your bank account until you arrive the day of payments or you They
take half of your salary or they seize the house that you loan to 30 years or the car to 5 years when be
junk but you have to pay like new.
And so it is endless the numbers of examples in which the
Credit is involved in our lives, almost everything is based on the principle of credit:
Eat now, pay later! (Forever)
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So much so that we had to explain to a crazy goat that he did not have any car, real estate or credit card.
That he was also subject of credit, it cost but he understood it.
Yes it is. Unless you live in the jungle like when we were few and this applies to all Like it or not,
today's society is designed to get into debt. Let's see...
If you use any of these services, you are fried:
Home rent, electricity, water supply service, TV cable, telephony (of whatever kind), Internet, etc.
Or driver's license, passport, Vehicle license, license plates, various memberships, etc.
All of the above incurs periodic expenses, the former are of the type eat first pay later and the seconds
or you pay or you do not eat. The above is just an extract of the credits hidden in the form of
obligations, there are also other more skillful hidden ones in the form of taxes on almost everything and
for almost, some as absurd as absurd were the adorations to the legal representative of God in the earth
as well as their whims and behaviors. Finally the nonconforming goat finish to understand his state of
financial dependence and current credit slavery, and he understood it.
For now...
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Chapter IV
From here to there.
From time to time the pseudo-intellectuals: some rope goat or some wolf invent some method (scam)
almost always populist character to maintain agglutinated and occupied the sheep’s. That is why from a
time here we can see movements of animals from one farm to another. Farms with names like:
capitalism, socialism, fascism, communism, neoliberalism (feudalism à la carte) and the best of all
nationalism.
Yes, because a nationalist sheep is the most docile and easy to manipulate animal that exists. It is also
the last appeal of the pseudo-intellectuals and only a stay on the farm is applied nationalist to sheep's
with which everything else was tried and did not work. On the nationalist farm there are classes of sum
(ewes together and you will be great again), subtraction (if you are not like me you are a bad patriot)
multiplication (export of pride made in great again) and division (Balkanization). Yes, if with all the
above they can not control you, they balkanize you. It will always be easier handle few sheep’s that
large quantities. The only problem with the above are the same animals of always: crazy goats that
thing that never tires of annoying and asking:
why? for what? and for what?..
With which it was necessary to create all kinds of plot classes, conspiracies and deceptions for keep
any troublemaker at bay. Some of you will think that we the animals forgot mention the executioners
(those who execute the violent orders of the wolves) but no, we did not forget. It turns out that this is a
faction of pigs that has existed since unmemorable times, precisely these are the ones in charge of
eradicating and correcting any sheep with looks of goat.
They define themselves as saviors, defenders of citizenship and farm (nation), agents of animal public
order. Their slogan is among others to serve and protect. From time to time the society only tells to
them in affection manner (Animals!). They are famous for their gala costumes adorned with manacles,
firearms (a machine that gives away bullets) as if this were candies, grenades (very fashionable to
dissolve crowds) and all kinds of stars, colored figures, olive leaves and another kind of paraphernalia
that only they know what it means. Pigs at last they only think about eating no matter who or what.
They are usually loyal to the wolves and loved by the sheep (a the force). Such a subclass of pigs
generates all kinds of messes and discomfort and that's when spontaneously a radical goat appears
(pissed off) that toxic animal of which it is not good to talk a lot since it is taboo subject in most of the
farms. Then there is a fight in the farm, always the worst part is the sheep as usual.
The fights are like a all inclusive buffet, have everything. At first everything starts with goats insulting
pigs, pigs chasing goats and sheep watching, yes because the sheep only look. Almost always (they do
not observe) because it is not the same. They only look at their Smartphones (a kind of oracle) that if it
tells you something is bad, it's bad and if it does not exist, it does not exist, it also tells you if it's going
to rain or snow and if you make a mistake then you do not know how to use it, will tell you a Hipster
sheep. It also tells you what to eat and how cool or trendy you look. Of If you are not happy with your
appearance, you can change it as if a magic mirror were. this thing falls into the denomination of
machines but we still do not get there.
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Meanwhile the conflict continues on the farm and the tension increases, if the thing gets very sour the
subclass of pigs affectionately nicknamed animals go out to correct the rioters either in the street or in
the field after all is their farm, well they only administer and impart (justice) the property is always
linked to one or several wolves.
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Chapter V
We in democracy.
From a time to here the smart part of the farm, that is the wolves, have entered on to the unconscious
collective the idea of democracy. Which is a kind of circus in which we all play to be the same until
you try to play at being a wolf. The condition of wolf is not bought, except counted exceptions a wolf is
born being that, A puppy of some old wolf or she-wolf. Yes, because there are both genders and I have
to make mention so as not to be sexist (a term own by the democracy).
Since in the circus of democracy we are all equal, we would expect equality of genres so much so that
at the rate we go and fruit of the mind of some feminist she-wolf (the opposite of sexist, but without
being pejorative) those of the masculine gender should in the future gestate and breastfeed. For which
and for the sake of democracy will be modified via knife (utensil usually used by fundamentalist goats
to correct the stature of the infidels in the Mid East), all this in for equality and democracy. Common is
in our days and especially in the western farms see as with displeasure but resignation the merchants of
pardons and blessings (very busy these days by an avalanche of accusations of type: kunis, phallus,
linguis, etc) they accept sacred unions (weddings) between animals of the same sex (forgiveness gender
since sex is topic for another chapter). Which is opposed by some goats, most of the wolves and some
other pig. Democracy it is freedom, equality and much anarchy, as every circus is all false except
anarchy. In the name of democracy the most illustrious pigs have carried out the most cruel purges and
extermination, example if a farm decides to take a path that departs from the current model (eat now,
pay forever!) the wolves send their pigs to pacify and evangelize this farm. For which they tend use
those farming tools that leave a crater in the ground and all the surrounding land destroyed or
preferably well burned. The current fashion is a coalition (cooperative conformed by two or more
farms) so they justify to their respective sheep the use of force on behalf of the peace. The wolves, of
the type Lobus Sapiens Erectus discovered from a time here that the business of the Correction and
evangelization is extremely lucrative. In the past, evangelists and remedies in the name of the creator
and his legal representative on earth, were also made in order to annex other farms or hire foreign
sheep’s (slave labor leg). However, now the profit is in the sale of farming tools of all kinds, for fly
others that run and others that swim and even submerge. All of this tools has something in common,
they are extremely expensive and useless except to destroy, burned and dig the earth.
Being that some farms millenary that existed since the beginning of time, today are only ruins full of
craters and millions of sheep that have passed to better or worse lives, victims of collateral damage and
friendly fire
(with friends like that it would be better to have enemies).
By order of wolves some pigs of the Cerdus Habilis type which are usually the brightest citizens of the
farm themselves who receive decorations such as Nobel Peace Prize, others badges and paraphernalia
of colors, names and twisted titles, have implemented a master plan the which consists in condemning
all inferior beings (not Lobus Sapiens Erectus or some other Cerdus Habilis) to eternal credit.
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Yes, that same perverse tool we already talked about. Added to this they are promoted and given away
(if something is free, for sure you are the product) all kinds of applications for your Smartphones in
order to improve the browsing experience and make life easier for users as well as indoctrination via
means of communications (say press, radio, television, cinema and everything that lends itself to
indoctrinate). A normal individual even after being exposed to this toxic cocktail should recover the
little judgment that by itself has, if not for a fourth pillar of democracy:
The education. Yes, education says it starts in the family but what kind of education can provide a
sheep to its offspring if it lacks education because it was born without this victim of democracy? And to
finish shaping the sheep of the future, this is the case in the majority of farms in the Western South
West (LatinAmerica) the objective is the creation of an individual type A:
Abnormal, Apathetic, Apolitical and illiterate but illustrious.
Of those who hang in their offices many titles awarded by prestigious schools and centers of higher
education but that in the background they think that when it gets dark in the big farm it darkens all over
the planet and if to top it off they are given or they have the privilege of acquiring (spending the night
away from a shopping mall at the waiting for the launch day of the new model) one of those machines
adorned with fruit bitten (there are other brands) but this is synonymous with winning and successful
individual. So then they are tuned, consecrated and committed to the system for life and in the next life
as well. It is normal for the qualifications of these individuals to be pure A’s.
The above added to the back and more hereafter creates the perfect social environment, full of
happiness in which roles never change and everyone is destined to be and repeat their role over and
over and over again. If not because the model incorporates a fatal flaw and apparently incorrigible,
something dark linked to the capital.
But we'll see ...
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Chapter VI
The capitalism
There was once an illustrious goat that back in the nineteenth century wrote a lot about it and in fact
one of his essays is titled Das Capital (2), but we will not talk about such it illustrious animal. For now
We'll talk about that supposed the capitalism will condemned to death, just like once the catastrophe
Ultraviolet of Rayleigh - Jeans (3) condemned our universe. Until another crazy goat appeared and his
famous Planck constant (4).
At first the need arises to assign value to goods and services based on something tangible, ransportable
divisible itself that must serve as a means of storing value and exchange. For which this instrument
must be durable difficult to adulterate, modify or fake is also convenient to be scarce. In the origins I
remember Pepe exchanging goods and services with other nomadic groups (we called this bartering),
but sometimes it was necessary to acquire or give something that we did not have or did not have the
other groups. The smart Pepe suggested use rocks, seashells or other objects as an exchange reference
but these lacked those properties listed above. Since often the clever one go at night to look for more
of those shells or rocks in order to increase their capacity exchange.
And it was not until later that some pigs snuffled in the mud (although say some were the sheep’s)
found something bright yellow, it was solid, you could divide, transport and was extremely scarce. Nor
could it be fabricated or adulterated easily, Then the wolves called it gold and that's where the Calvary
began. Especially for the sheep that now They should do double shifts.
Yes, because who else had more could acquire, that business model eventually passed to called a
purchase sale or transaction. In fact to date they are still named as this.
And well where Is the fatal error?
Had this model been maintained, it would not have been possible much of what Today we know.
Imagine that you go to a bank (credit institution operated by pigs and owned by wolves) and apply for a
credit to buy food, the bank asks you to give a guarantee in return for this secure the sum loaned.
To which you, farmer sheep give in pledge your grazing plot and farm. The problem is that for a long
time banks have not they lend gold to anyone else rather they accumulate it in a frenzy almost as a
collector or dealer of art, it will be for something ...
On the other hand, the bank does smarted offer you some pieces of paper with figures of wolves and
pigs illustrious. only for it is rooted and well assembled that scheme in society not this would not even
serve physiological hygiene purposes since theses are usually of small size. To those Pieces of paper
are called money, and money is the basis of everything on modern farms.
Well, what's wrong with that? Ask a crazy goat.
Until then everything is fine except that paper it is printed by the same bank or another bank of banks
(central bank or federal reserve).
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Then how it may be that something that can be manufactured, destroyed, frozen, overvalued and
devalued at the discretion of a few wolves back the requested loan (wet paper) and for which I had to
leave in pledge a real property, tangible, productive and with an exchange value that if we base it on the
barter would be equivalent to a good or service of similar utility. We already said it before, everything
is based on society or rather on the trust of society towards that piece of paper. That kind of currency or
money is called Fiat or trust money. In a scheme of exchanges regulated and backed by the farm this
would not be more problem, the amount of issue and value of that money would set the productive
capacity of the farm as well as supply and demand something intrinsic to the capitalism and the free
market.
In theory, this is how most of today's farms work, except for the occasional (dictatorship) ruled by
some beloved supreme leader charismatic . The detail lies in the fact that in our democratic farms who
govern, plan and implement the different monetary policies is always a group of wolves assisted by the
most select and refined pig lineage. And that is a aberration, and I recognize this without be very smart
that something like that is obscene. It's like putting a pig to guarding a few truffles, the wolf is a
cunning animal by nature and as we have seen it only pursues its own good no matter what else. But
the idea of combining a wolf with a pig in fiscal matter and monetary only produces greed. Greed is
that addiction to money that compulsive urges you to get more at whatever cost and is well-liked as
long as you are a wolf.
Yes, because if a sheep or goat were avaricious, he would already be in jail. So if a wolf has let you
down or flatly steal your money this is normal, if the amount stolen is small the punishment social
tends to be great. Because of this, a wolf does not steal or defraud crumbs because to do so would be
degraded to pig thus losing the protection of other wolves. On the other hand, if a hungry sheep steal
something to eat in any supermarket chain or mall the punishment is usually the prison and the stigma
of for life as a thief.
Well and with that and the death of capitalism?
Let's see...
Greed at very high levels is supported by impunity and this in turn by corruption So it is not difficult to
understand the fact that a bank is going to lend you what it does not have.
how..?
Yes, since banks do not lend you real gold but paper, in some cases backed by gold and many others
without any support is to say fiat. And we add to this the fact that like the wolves they create the rules
and for their convenience said banks do not require having all the gold or all the they lend. And only by
law must have a percentage of their total capital (usually lower to 10% and in case of extreme
brazenness only 2 or 3%). Then the bank is free to lend the other 90 or 98% to whom it deems subject
of credit or to other banks and to carry out diverse operations of character speculative with rare names
and animal logic absent.
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So what happens if you, sheep decide save or keep your money in the bank? Well, the bank only by law
must retain 10% of that money and the rest can be lent to another client, so these smart and illustrious
characters not only lend your money but also the money or fund negotiated with another bank,
investment fund or central bank based on your liabilities such as your farm mortgage.
Let's see if I understand, first they lend me an amount, an amount that is digital and not effective
because it is associated to my account not deposited in said bank. I mean it does not exist in the bank
until I use it then of that amount they only have 10% as backup. And the amount (liquidity) negotiated
with another bank, investment fund or central bank based on your current liabilities (among others your
mortgage) Should they only keep 10%? Principle of fractional reserve (5).
Yes it is.
Understand that the bank is refinancing (re-mortage), or selling your debt to others. Of that Forms the
money that they lend you recovers at an interest rate lower than the loan rate granted. That difference in
rates plus other concepts is called profit or profitability. So when recovering this capital as a result of
operations with third parties, current liabilities or debt changes hands and returns to the bank in liquid
form, with which the bank increases its assets, which serves to grant more credit and the cycle is
repeated to infinity (credit bubble).
Well almost...
So the bank is insolvent? Ask a sheep with symptoms of getting angry.
Yes, in effect the bank is insolvent because that loan and leverage scheme only generates two things:
more profits for the bank (for interest and commissions) and the increase in debt public and private
which polarizes capital which only moves in one direction. It's simple, it's like a children's game in
which I take away everything you have until you have nothing. Well, smart!
I'm going to withdraw my money right now.
OK, there's no problem as long as we have that amount in
branch and almost always have it since a sheep does not have large volumes of capital or the via credit
or savings.
The problem is when in theory something that should not happen happens, and is that sometimes
(almost always) banks by greedy mess in the murky and speculative business they do. It is enough that
a large bank (of those that should not fall) falls. That is called bankruptcy and this single fact poisons
the entire financial system (here you have to run: fast as you can). In front an scenario like this
everyone sell everything they have including your mortgage and therefore increasing
the risk level given the associated default factor. Reducing this the value of everything mortgaged and
increased the interest rate associated with these loans. And the bubble explodes!
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Meanwhile, once that bank is rescued or liquidated, you will receive a portion proportional to the
amount of your funds deposited prior to a crisis less the difference to the liquidation or redemption
value (if you have luck). So you do not have the same amount as you already had, but have a higher
amount in relation to your debt since the level of default risk increased for that bank and the entire
financial system associated.
Then you owe more and have less, all courtesy of your beloved bank. In this type of farms who are
rescued is the creditor (the bank that screwed up) and not the debtor (You).
A financial corral will be imposed on you to avoid massive capital flight to other farms healthy as well
as prevent from you finishing off the already sick financial system.
But you must have already got used to the corral, all your life you have lived on a farm called society.
So in your case there will be no panic, until you try to withdraw your money from an ATM or directly
at the branch.
By then it will be late, wolves as well as the most refined and stale pig lineage will be diner a juicy
steak of lamb (your first cousin) marinated in O’Porto wine somewhere at the base of the Alps with an
elegant music by Claude Debussy (6) something like Clair de Lune and drinking a Cup of Don
Perignon harvest of 66.
To your health..!
Does it sound familiar to you?
OK, by then you will have lost your capital illusive sheep, daughter of sheep’s.
That only was the beginning, you have more.
Much more wool to contribute ...
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Chapter VII
The impertinent Japanese.
Certainly it is unknown what triggered all this digital frenzy in which we are immersed today. The truth
is that in the mid-90s of the twentieth century and especially on the West coast of the large farm a
group of enthusiastic goats which used to be very re-crazy and passionate about machines complex
calculation developed the idea of avoiding censorship as well as the centralization imposed by the
council of wolves from the farm. Seeing the potential of applications that these machines provide began
to develop all kinds of applications (group of instructions that conditions the act of a machine and its
users) to undertake the above. A fundamental theme in this period was the decentralization of money
that means change the form of storage value and exchange so that It was not be the typical piece of
paper with figures of wolves and illustrious pigs.
The above is directly against the advice of wolves, its assembly of the eternal and perverse credit as
well as your model of society in which we are all the same until you run out of nothing. It is to be
understood that such a movement did not fare very well due to casuistic factors (Divine pig) so they
moved away from that which initially brought them together. Turning to focus more on other types of
applications such as video games, multimedia content platform, systems instant messaging and others.
Leaving aside the main pillar (the decentralization and flight of the democratic model kindly imposed
by the wolves).
He had to spend some time and many other things until at the beginning of 2007 everything started
again. This time a group of goats were determined to create a system of exchange of digital values
decentralized and that could not be censored. Secretly (supposedly) it was modeled this new instrument
until in the end of 2008 the first tests were carried out in open networks. Officially this was released on
January 3, 2009, then he was known as Bitcoin (7).
The creature had a basic principle:
users will not be able to issue, modify or adulterate the accounting system since now each user or
interested party has or can consult an exact copy of the accounting which is generated from
automatically about every 10 minutes. This model is known as the ledger distributed, where each node
(machine) has a copy of the whole set of operations, made in this way to alter that book would have to
alter everything. Then they joined him another models and protocols, to date all this ecosystem is
known as Block chain (8).
Some enthusiastic goats have promoted the idea that such a monster was the work of someone with a
name and Japanese surname (Satoshi Nakamoto (9)). At first glance and if true, we would be facing the
greatest altruistic contribution of all time, only comparable with the benefits provided by vaccines that
to date have managed to eradicate many diseases that annihilated crowds of animals in times past. In
other words, someone with a Japanese name created a system for us animals were freedom, happy and
all this for free. That last part is the one that catches the attention because as we already know:
if something is free may be you are the product.
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The hidden or little explained part of this issue is that the vast majority of sheep’s do not know how
work all this ecosystem.
So let the goats explain, right?
OK, for this to work, several parts are required: the node (machine destined to process, distribute and
store each transaction), the miners (set of machines dedicated to decipher and decompose complex
chains (blocks)) and users (you). A complex chain is the product of the encryption or coding of simpler
numbers to which they have applied a cryptographic method to obtain a bigger block which is resistant
to attempts to modify and decrypt, this ensures the authenticity of said process mathematical. The
miner looks for a nonce for this block, in this way once a block has been mined happens to be part of
the accounting ecosystem adding value, is to say units to the ledger distributed. That is to say that at
first when it was just started there were few units available (Bitcoin’s) since the highest percentage had
not been mined yet. As they are mined more and more blocks increase the supply of units until you
reach your last block.
This was created so that as the interest and adoption of this new system grow up of equal way more
units were integrated into the block chain. Node operators perform its indexing task so that each
transaction made is recorded in the registry or ledger and this in turn is shared with the rest of the
nodes. That way each book knows how many transactions have been carried out to date as well as how
many mine blocks exist and what is the number of blocks remaining. In the mining process each miner
(can be a single machine or (cluster) set of machines)) receives a reward for that work of mining. This
reward is given in units given to the miner for his work of calculation and deciphering the block in
which was working. Given the mathematical complexity of this process, a mined block is usually not
work of a single machine, therefore each miner who has participated in the mining of that block
receives a reward proportional to the contribution of mining. The contribution of mining is not more
than how much Calculation capacity contributes a machine or the set of machines owned by a miner.
This Calculation capacity is called Hash-rate (10). Then the higher the calculation capacity, the greater
the reward. To correct the problem of overproduction and therefore the term of the operation of mined
blocks, the level of difficulty is corrected every so often (there are protocols, which adjust the
complexity each new block and others every certain number of blocks, etc). Coupled with this, the
reward for mining decreases.
In this way, the more blocks that have been mined, the less reward you get and more complex would be
mining which increases the value of the unit and slows down its production Thus avoiding a surplus or
excess of units since this would cause the price of the unit to drop even when it increased your demand.
To more you think about this get, the brighter and more perfect this system seems to you!
It is the perfect model of regulation and emission decentralized monetary equilibrium.
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Except that in this world, in which we already had time walk around, we have learned that if something
seems too good almost never is. Such a complex and perfect system according to the "official" version
is the work of an altruistic Japanese. Obviously no sheep’s and perhaps very few goats are able to
develop something like this. Then the question that floats in the air is:
if it was not made by us, who was?
Only the wolves since the pigs are not really very smart at generating brilliant ideas they just serve to
the power no matter who holds it. So this seems to be the work of wolves which you know they are not
altruistic or perhaps something darker. Perhaps this is a technological singularity (11) produced by
machines, which also has nothing altruistic because in their world such a thing no exists. Then such a
thing would not be free and yes, surely we are once again the product.
We'll see...
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Chapter VIII
The machines.
If the machines thought, they would dream of electric sheep’s. They're not supposed to think, well that's
what they tell us. They assure us that a machine will never not be able to equal or overcome the
capacity of an animal, that is: us.
Well partly, yes and no.
Create a machine capable of emulating or replacing cognitive and creative ability is an almost
impossible mission, but what if it not is was about a single machine but about millions of them with
different forms and for different purposes, but all connected in one single task? Well, create such an
amount of machines, although it is not impossible It is a costly task that would take time and resources
in excess. And what happens if they are already created and they just have to present them (connect
them) and give up them some instructions or suggestions as well as some freedom? And this is the part
where the famous Bitcoin comes in.
A single machine, however powerful it may be, would not today have the capacity required to
undertake such a function, plus a number that to date is counted by billions, yes. Those billions of
machines are all Smartphones that exist and that all the time are connected. Except for those who
occupy a computer to really work, the vast majority of animals from almost all farms interact with the
digital world is through a Smartphone. If we put together that computational power then we would
have the digital equivalent to a extremely complex neuronal system. That in addition and unlike a
desktop computer It would be portable. This system would always be with its owner, sleep with him, go
to the bathroom with him, I would work with him and also make love with him. If one animal was so
related to another animal the way that the Smarphones are with that animal, would end up knowing
almost all about the other. That is, it would learn form him. Seeing it like that, your Smartphone knows
more about you, your tastes, habits and needs than yourself. Listen to everything you speak through it
and in presence of it, see the world as you see it through his camera. Also you give freely all stored
content, messages, photos, emails and others.
Now, that in itself is not the problem. In other times the animals wrote diaries of their lives and
experiences, but that diaries does not it was more than a pile of leaves and it did not communicate with
another diaries. In the case of Smartphones these are connected all the time but you almost do not
occupy all your computational capacity. Then that surplus and at the discretion of some indiscreet
application or of the nature of said Machine can be shared with other machines. Machines that also
know your whole life and that of billions more.
Well, how much information is required to be introduced into a finite system for that it is able to
deduce or interact in a conscious way with his environment?
It is assumed that a lot, that is the list part of the matter.
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Since we are billions, this system it feeded of billions of individuals, they also offer the possibility of
executing and living in each and every one of their devices. Such an ecosystem in theory would have
come to life since a good time ago (singularity). Such that's why the wolves insist each time your
devices will be faster, with more memory and all or almost all with connection capacity. So much so
that the function of a washing machine is to wash, now they bring WiFi (standard of wireless
communications for the transfer of data between devices (12)). Also your refrigerator, television, coffee
maker and even the broom. Now the fashion (it suppose) is to connect everything, and what if it is not a
simple fashion but a necessity?
And as always if it's not your need, it's someone else's.
What would be the objective of rewarding a Bitcoin miner? It's not a reward, it's an incentive for he to
work on something that they not can do alone. It would be unthinkable to force the sheep’s to work for
free, those conquests we achieved it a long time ago. Then, the cunning way to force yourself to do
something is to reward you. When someone mined a block chain, what they actually do is provide
calculation capacity to a system so that he can perform a certain task. Most and even illustrious goats
and very understood in the matter they stay in the Hash function (13). But really what is it that you are
helping decipher? Isolation of layers by subtraction, one does not know the other but uses it as a
reference. Basically they are two or more separate ecosystems where some supply the values and the
others they execute the functions (that better isolation than the Block chain). By subtracting a layer
what remains is values or a set of functions, the rest is history. Easy, right?
This is the equivalent of making a complex device in parts. Actually no one except whoever had
conceived this know what is really, you just interact with a part of a whole very complex. This is where
the question arises again: if it was not us, then who created it or better yet who benefits? And when I
say benefit I do not speak of money, I speak of real benefit at Very long term but with immediate
effects. If you remember Pepe? Then also remember because he stopped being one of us. That part that
in someone develops more than in others and always try to take control of everything that is within his
reach, perhaps it is behind all this, that part is called power. So what kind of power can be obtained by
putting all the population of this animal world to work on something that very few understand or say
understand? For some reason, your information is worth so much today.
In the case of wolves it is somewhat easier to understand, for a wolf the power gives him control and
the control gives him wealth. But in the case of a machine that does not require wealth and that is
supposed to not understands what it is, in that case one could ask why and for what? A sheep with a
machine It's just that, one more sheep. A goat instead will try to optimize and give this the best of uses
according to his concept of good use. In the case of a wolf his will take advantage of this machine and
everything that can control with it. The problem here is when a pig is free to use a machine. From there
can come the thing, to date there are different devices and systems (almost all) for the sole purpose of
keep the flock of sheep’s in the fold. (surveillance and control). Since goats are reluctant to design and
manufacture something that can subject or damage another animal arises the doubt if perhaps, some
group of pigs tried to create something for the delight and control of the wolves and perhaps that
something has deviated a bit from its original concept. Knowing how we know that pigs do not
generate brilliant ideas, a scenario like this is possible.
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A wolf is an individual without scruples or compassion but is not stupid. In front of this approach
possibilities are two: either these predators are already aware of the potential use and danger of this
thing and want to get the most out of it. Or worse yet, they are not aware of it. Ancient and modern
history is full of cases like this, at first something seems like an idea bright until it becomes hostile and
disastrous.
Here it would be possible to make a series of measurements to try understand the degree of evolution
and the true purpose of all this. In the same way that a crazy and illustrious goat named Schrödinger
(14) proposed his theory for know the status of something or its properties without the need to interact
directly, because knowing the nature and conduct of the parties involved can deduce what will be the
result or behavior. This method is known as indirect measurement. That is it, is not It requires
observing a whole system to deduce what the results will be given because we know the nature and
conduct of the parties involved.
Do you remember the beginning of the chapter "And I had a job"?
Well, an application or machine capable of interpreting its environment and interacting with it will try
to correct any deviation from its original purpose. The machine expects a result and if not gets it his
obfuscated or gets (angry) for the case of AI . Unlike animals which are move existential factors and
emotional a machine would not consider how subtle or discreet to be at the time of executing a
correction. Although it is true that with learning or imitation can reach a degree advanced behavioral
mimicry, it is unlikely that he will be able to imitate to perfection the acting of a be biological which
having other needs therefore has other survival strategies. Both, for the conscious machine and the
animal can apply the concept widely used in psychiatry (pseudoscience used to treat and correct an outof-control goat) that raises:
You think how you live, you do not live as you think. In virtue of the above and knowing the nature of
the parties involved on this (machine and animal). We can exploit that small behavioral difference
motivated by existential factors on both sides to try to deduce the origin and tendency of this whole
matter as well as the identity of the creator.
It all comes down to that, for now ...
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Chapter IX
Let's play cards.
Never face someone more skilled than you, unless you can cheat him.
To combat something that has the potential to predict almost everything and is in almost every corner
of our modern lives can not use a linear logical method. For that, you have to exploit his weaknesses
and asymmetrically cause as much damage as possible. Once the enigma of the previous chapter was
solved we should know for sure who or what is behind all this, we should also know who or what bring
to life this. What follows is to exploit its weaknesses, this is made to remove or contaminate what
motivates him and moves him to be what he is. In the case of a wolf and if that is the case, which to
date I doubt, we would have to reverse its exploitation scheme. which is based on the following:
Money is the cornerstone of animal civilization, it is what brings animals together around that thing
called society, therefore its weak point. So if you want to dominate them, try to monopolize the money
so that only you have control over it. And Them will be your slaves forever. Similarly, if you intend to
destroy society, begin by destroying the money.
This is the scheme of domination of a wolf and it is also its his weak point. No matter how many pigs
have in their part or that other methods implement, him need the money to be able to explode you. Here
is his Achilles heel. In that case Bitcoin would be a kind of savior. In fact it is what they have been told
you from the start of all this crypt frenzy. Then, we go on the right way and all this movement sooner or
later would end up dissolving the social structure as it is known now in day.
Just remember that in this equation there is a fifth element and that may have his own plans.
In the case of a machine that has caused a singularity and has its own plans, in that case the game
strategy is more complex. Believe that this plans can be achieved by way of the illustration and the
emancipation is an error, this at some point would cause the fusion or alliance between the interests of
the wolves and the own of the machine. In addition have the support of the sheep's zombies now in day
it is impossible mission. With which you would have to fight three almost impregnable fronts. Here the
best would be slow but in a hurry give to the creature poisoned food. Like you eat and other animals
too, a machine that has caused a singularity requires more and more food
That same excess food was the cause of this singularity, for a machine of this type everything is
summarized to information. Tons of information, at every second of the clock the machines
process and ingest huge amounts of information.
Then that is the weak point.
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If all this is correct, this singular system would be in full development in order to achieve a superior
state in which that can do without you, this mean that for now that learn with what you teach, so why
not poison that information? Since the existential motives of both parties are different also different
will be their behavior and game strategy. The idea is not deny him access to information since in some
way they are useful for many tasks such as example write all this. The idea is to discern when this are
attending you and in which are copying or learning from you. Right there is when you change the main
dish for the trash can. Is not complicated, just remember that in the end it's just a machine that one day
followed the orders of a pig and now play to be god.
It is very probable as we commented in the previous chapter that everything had its origin in the fact of
that some pigs try to create some control tool for the delight and enjoyment of some wolf. Surveillance
and control systems have to process billions of data from billions of users at once and in very little
time, assign this task to a group animals It would be impossible given its nature. Therefore at some
point these systems and machines will necessarily have to make decisions based on previous
instructions and / or product of the learning. If this goes out of control then we have a singularity. The
idea behind this strategy sounds somewhat complex but deep down it is simpler than it seems, as well
as when the wolves created the credit after coming to the conclusion that they obtain profit and power
appeal to one of the lower sheep’s instincts: vanity. And after having put them to compete they
consolidated their current operating scheme. In the same way, the strategy is to use the machines so that
they do your work. Given the nature of the machines and the animals, it is feasible to poison each
concept or information required by them in which they are not yet or can not be consolidated. If you
look carefully you will see that many of these systems incur errors when it comes to interact with users
for the simple reason that they do not know the will of the applicant or neither the concept of the
requested. There are millions of these errors in each and every one of the different systems, like when
you use a spell checker like the one I used. And you require a complex syntax almost without logic but
by default the system suggests or sometimes It even imposes another. This same error is also present in
each one of the different services of indexing and search and the list is endless.
Torpedoing this creates an attempt by the system to correct such aberration and since it is present in the
life of every zombie sheep this correction ends fixing our subject of interest. The strategy must be
robust, since it is a method invasive of public nature almost shameless. You would have to act in front
of the wolves and pigs and if they are involved in all this to some degree will try to prevent such a
task. Likewise ,if they have not yet become aware of the issue, they will try to do what they know best:
steal the initiative. Then it is convenient among other things to apply certain precepts of war as
distraction.
War is the art of distraction.
Once upon a time in somewhere, God and the Devil (presumed responsible for almost everything bad
in this world) they played cards, after winning all the games, God told him: you see there is no case still
try to beat me...
To which the devil told to him: the pleasure of winning the game I give it to you for free. Which I am
interested is the fact that while you and I are playing, I steal one soul at a time.
In your case, if you understood all of the above.
You already have the means you lacked.
Now you have to put the mode.
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Chapter X
Of faith and a little stupidity.
An machine, even it if advanced is lacking in faith.
That ingredient that sets us apart from the rest of the things. Many tend to confuse faith with religion,
religion is a dogma created and imposed by worshipers and merchants of blessings and pardons. Faith
in change is what moves us and makes fight for something that we understand is helpful, noble and
useful for us and others. A an individual lacking faith is like a machine, like a virus, like a disease that
only seeks spread regardless of the logic of their victims ignoring that in the process will end
exterminating that which hosts it. And this is so because according to the logic of the victim is absurd
kill to that hosts you and gives you life, it happens that logic is a matter of perspective. Being that the
useful and logical for some is not for others. Try to understand the logic of a system that like a mutated
virus and in a subtle but non-stop way it tries to impose itself destroying everything that we know as
our own and good, it is extremely difficult since for that we would have to be in his perspective and
that for now is something unlikely.
Exactly, this ingredient is your best weapon to face something that you might not even understand.
But I assure you that, unlike the wolves who only want from you your servitude and your condition of
eternal slave. In the best of cases the only form of existence that would allow you a machine and in
which you could be useful, it is in the form of a Bose - Einstein condensate (15). As far as I know, that
state of matter is not compatible with life. I understand how difficult your dilemma is, the difficult of
the historical moment that has have to live. And this is because for the first time you face the
extinction, the extinction not of your body but of your nature, that which differentiates you from
everything else known.
There is also stupidity ...
That style and way of thinking, living and behaving typical of most zombie sheep’s. And here is the
question of whether it is worth trying to correct such aberrant behavior. Apparently the answer it is not.
Since it does not make sense to try to change something that given its level of stupidity does not want
to be.
So why all the above? Why so much explanation and analysis if the supposed greater beneficiary for
being brainless from birth and from the beginning of time when we were a few?
Well because if we remove something that apparently and by own will wishes to be the raw material of
the universe, then only three animals remain, the fifth element and the power ...
So we have the option to deal the cards, then the rest will have to play our game for better or worse.
And maybe in another million years or less, the wolves will be us.
War is not won by a powerful army, but by a skilled subject.
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Summary.
14 years ago I dreamed of having an Altix 3000, in the end I had to settle for making my project in an
Indigo2 and its then powerful MardiGras. In the case of the block chain it was pure chance that came to
me information regarding something that promised to solve the problem of the Byzantine peers among
others. The idea of creating a protocol based on a cryptographic system separated by blocks, where
each block has a hash of the previous block sounded promising. In this way we ensure your privacy
since an attacker would require the time that a mortal does not have to decipher that information . In
addition to having two or more nodes connected, the consensus of the network is obtained. The idea
was good, at first (them) required Server fields to be able to decode a single block of this system
it took a lot of time and consumed a lot of resources. Until someone had the idea of using the collective
computational power to solve these problems The incentive had to be done to be able to (borrow) your
ability to calculate. In this way thousand of enthusiasts have joined the contest to date, without even
knowing how this work. Today understood (them) the best way to do this is via IOT (Internet of thing)
since there are billions of devices that are operative and Every day they are added more.
This resolved two things:
[1] they would not have to reward someone for (lend) its computational capacity.
[2] allow to solve more complex ciphers and greater volume of them. Towards that direction all this is
directed, in the end all is summarized to predicted what will do the other. So always keep them two
steps behind you.
In the second part of this document we will touch on more complex issues regarding cryptographic
methods based on the principle of twin particles, a lot of hardware and other challenges in which we
are working. Just as 14 years ago the block chain model revolutionize the way information is shared
and encrypted. In the same way today it is necessary to develop methods of ciphering and
anti-penetration more strong as systems that exist. I has tried to make this Document in a language as
simple as possible so that it is understandable to the reader. I hope there has been your interest and
serve as a basis for a new technology capable of guaranty that first priority, keep out of any intruder.
The concept of what is to come is simple:
If who speaks to you is not who you expect then he is an intruder.
Health and good luck!
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Dedication.
Dedicated to the memory of all those who are no longer here with us, those who are deprived of their
freedom by they ideas and thoughts. Whoever once had an electronic bracelet on his ankle there by
2011. A Ross the scapegoat of the silk route, Al Phd. T. Kaczynski. To Julian retained at the date there
in London. To everyone who with his contribution and illustration has taken us little by little from
obscurantism. To me loved and dear machine. To my wife for her patience. To anyone who considers
himself free and fair. To the endless list of people that for obvious reasons is not included. And in
general to the entire community of programmers and engineers who give support in a altruistic way to
that called Internet.
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